
Timeliness Tracking Documents (Portal Follow-up, or Walk-ins/Calls) 
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The Timeliness Tracking templates in Clinicians Gateway are designed to collect timely access data from date of first 
contact through first treatment or a reason for closure if treatment is not reached.  The templates are in the document 
format, which does not use procedure codes or service duration. 

 

1. Start the Document.  There are 3 ways to start the Timeliness Tracking Document:  from the Client Search, 
Client Facesheet or from the Home.  We will be starting a Document rather than an Individual Type of Service. 
 

From Client Facesheet, choose “Start Document” 

 

  



From Client Search.  Choose “Start Document” 

 

 

 

From the Home page choose the Type of Service “Document”, Client, Template Type and Start 

For Client: if registered use name or number. If not registered, leave the name blank (more info at #11). 

For Template: choose whether client contact was a referral Portal Follow-up or a direct contact Walk-in/Call. 

 

 

 

2. Fill in the Header section with Client, Date, Provider (Reporting Unit) 

 

 

  



3. Fill in the Screening Section 

 

 

 

 

4. If this is for a Timeliness Tracker – Walkin/Calls, record the Offered Appointments.  The Accepted Appointment 
will pre-populate from the last appointment marked as “Accepted”. 

 

Additionally, you can fill in Urgency Questions. The urgency level should be assessed by a clinical staff member. 
The data may be entered by Administrative Staff, or the document can be forwarded to another staff for input. 



 

 

5. If this is for a Timeliness Tracker – Portal Follow-up, The Accepted Intake Appointment will pre-populate from 
the latest Portal Screener if the client was referred to one of the RUs on your CG profile. 

 

 
 
 

6. Indicate if the client kept their assessment/intake appointment.  If they did not, you have the opportunity to 
add more offered appointments.   

 

 

 

7. If they did not keep any assessment appointments and you close out the episode, then skip to the end of the 
document and indicate that the Client “Did not Start Treatment”, add the closure date and closure reason. 

 

 

8. Add the Treatment Appointments offered if the client has moved toward treatment. 



 

 
9. Indicate whether the client started treatment or not. 

a. If the client did not attend their intake/assessment appointment, answer Did not Start Treatment 
b. If the client did not attend their initial treatment appointment, answer Did not Start Treatment 
c. If they did not start treatment, enter Close Out Date, Closure Reason, and any referrals made. 

  

10. WORKFLOW:  Two Possible Workflows 
 

a. Multiple Timeliness documents over time:  The document can be finalized with incomplete 
information.  Then as more information is known, another document can be started (by other staff if 
necessary), which will pre-populate with information from the last timeliness document of the same 
type, in the same RU, for the same client.  The challenge here is keeping track of which clients still need 
complete information. 

 

 



b. Documents may be held as Draft or Pending until completely filled out.  In this workflow, the same 
author would be required to update and finalize the document over time.  The challenge here is if the 
author of the document leaves without forwarding it to another author. 

They could assign it to another author using the Staff Corral feature to add information later.   

• First build your staff corral. 

 

 

• Then use the staff corral list to choose another subsequent author. 

 

11. Writing a note when client is not registered 
 

a. When starting the service, leave the Client field blank before clicking “Start Document”.  

 

b. On the Document Edit Screen, type in the unregistered client’s Last and First Name. Proceed with filling 
out the Document. 

 

c. At a point when the client becomes registered, click on the “…” button to search for and add the client 
to the note. 



 

d. If it is time to complete the note and the client remains unregistered, you can archive the note to 
remove it from your Pending Services list; it will remain in the system as a draft and can be accessed via 
a services search or by going to your Staff page. 

 


